
A Summary Presentation for Corporate Wellness



A PERSONAL NOTE FROM VARA:

In an ef for t  to introduce my work and to assist in making the segue from the use of the VKI 

Images in healthcare to Corporate Wellness, I  have provided both a narrative and pic torial 

summary while capturing the essence of the original works of ar t .

I  look forward to an in depth conversation regarding how the VKI Images can suppor t 

Corporate Wellness.

With Kind Regards,



VARA K AMIN IMAGES (VKI) CREATES MEMORABLE EXPERIENCES

Vara Kamin specializes in creating works of ar t  that unlock the body ’s natural healing, soothing, 

and self-nur turing capabili t ies. Rich in color,  movement, and tex ture, Kamin’s paintings provide 

a positive point of focus while stimulating active imagination and inviting the viewer to a place of 

self  reflection.

With growing awareness to nur ture mindfulness, connect with the body ’s innate healing 

capacities, and to manage the stress of daily li fe more skill fully,  the use and application of 

VKI Images include hospitals and healthcare set tings, welcome area lobbies, medical wellness 

and spas, corporate quiet rooms as well  as group collaboration spaces, meditation chapels, 

hospitali t y and private residences.

Vara Kamin Images (VKI) for replication have been selected from over 100 original works of ar t  by 

Vara Kamin that have been placed throughout the U.S. in both public and private set tings.



VKI FOUNDER VARA K AMIN IS A PIONEER AND A RESPECTED THOUGHT LEADER  
IN HEALING ART

Vara has developed ar twork integrating her experience in meditation and mindfulness practice,  

as well  as intuitive, creative self-expression. 

Early adopters in the f ields of holistic mind-body healing and stress management, saw the 

potential  of using Kamin’s ar twork in hospitals and healthcare facili t ies to provide restorative, 

soothing and healing environments. With the evolution of integrative medicine over the past 20 

years, VKI Images have been placed in hospitals and healthcare facili t ies throughout the U.S. 

The use of the Images has expanded to Corporate Quiet Rooms, group collaborative spaces and 

private residences.

Vara Kamin Images (VKI) has been helping hospitals and designers since 2000.



The Architecture of an Internal Healing Space:
A Rationale for Use of the VKI Images in Corporate Wellness



VKI Images promote a soothing state 
and self-nur turing capabilities.



Selected VKI Images



TAP INTO INTUITIVE REALM . . .



PROVOCATIVE, EVOCATIVE,
MEZMERIZING VISUAL EXPERIENCE . . . 



CULTIVATE RESTORING SPACE . . . 



INVOKE STILLNESS
AND INNER PEACE . . . 



“Creating the potential  for a passageway  for the innate healing capacit y 
of the body to follow, Vara Kamin’s ar t  provides a bridge  into the realm 
of active imagination while inviting the body to engage the relaxation 
response.”

Joan Bor ysenko, Ph.D.,  President
Mind-Body Heal th Sciences, Inc.
Boulder,  CO



From Contemplation to Deep Rest and Self Nur turing



Wellness Center Interior View

Moon Drops ©  

Wellness Center Ex terior View

Moon Drops ©  



Cook Children’s Medical Center
Meditation Chapel
For t Wor th, T X

Sacred Passages - Balance ©  

Fairview Southdale
Respite Area
Edina, MN

Sacred Passages - Balance ©  



Places of Peace and Respite



Fairview Southdale Hospital
Sk yway Lobby
Edina, MN

Soul ’s Eyes ©

King Technology
Corporate Quiet Room
Hopkins, MN

Soul ’s Eyes ©  



Understanding Why



Rich in color,  movement ,  and tex ture,  Vara Kamin’s paintings provide a 
positive point of focus ,  s timulate active imagination,  arouse curiosity, 
and engage the relaxation  response.



“Imagery is...  the communication mechanism between perception, 
emotion,  and bodily change.”

Achterberg, 1985
©2006 Center for Mind-Body-Medicine
Washington D.C.



“Crossing the bridge from decorative ar t  to healing ar t ,  Vara Kamin’s Images 
are powerful, therapeutic tools  that move the human body into a 
healing  s tate of equilibrium, harmony  and balance.”

Mar y Rock wood Lane, RN, Ph.D.,  Co-Founder
Ar ts in Medicine Program
Universi t y of Florida
Gainesville,  FL



“Feeling state imagery changes mood  or emotional state.”

Napars tek , 1994
©2006 Center for Mind-Body-Medicine
Washington D.C.



Inspiration of Selected Paintings



Priscilla’s Garden©

Inspira t ion



Inspired by a blooming but ter f ly garden, the painting holds the promise of hope.

Priscilla’s Garden is representative of the process of metamorphosis: the unfolding of the 

chrysalis state of a caterpillar into a but ter f ly.

Priscilla’s Garden©





In the deep dark of the night, when time seems to stand still and hope feels drained from one’s being; 

there is a moment, just before dawn, when the potential for hope is renewed. It is with the flicker of 

first light, at the opening of a new day, when Infinite Moments was inspired. 

The essence of the painting invites all of one’s being to be rekindled, replenished and restored. 

Infinite Moments ©





Moon Drops ©

Inspira t ion



Inspired by the vast night sky on the Nor th Shore of Minnesota, and the spacious waters of Lake 

Superior,  the painting, entit led Moon Drops, was created over several nights during the full  moon 

phase of a hot summer ’s July. 

Gazing out f rom the sandy shore, i t  seemed as if  the moon was undulating; i ts light showering on 

the deep blue waters; creating a trail  of stepping stones seemingly connecting me to the magical 

realm of all  waters throughout the world: oceans, rivers, lakes, ponds and inlets.  Eventually 

losing myself  in the depth of the intuitive realm, where imagination knows no bounds, the 

sprawling waters before me distilled into just one drop. bounds, the sprawling waters before me 

distilled into just one drop.

I t  is f rom those collective moments of inspiration, that Moon Drops emerged.  

Moon Drops ©





Soul’s Eyes ©

Inspira t ion



Inspired by the colors of the fall  season, Soul’s Eyes reflects an embodied state of reflection 

and introspection. Much like the green leaves of summer that surrender their innocence to the 

seasonal transition of fall,  Soul ’s Eyes provides an inner path to follow and a subtle invitation 

toward self  awareness and change.

Soul’s Eyes ©





“Influenced by the science and practice of integrative medicine,  
we have taken the ar t  of creative self-expression to an ex tended state 
of use. Mindfulness and stillness connect each of us with the healing, 
nur turing energy from within; VKI Images provide an empowering shif t 
in energy helping individuals connect to that inner peace and synergy 
that we all  embody.”

Vara Kamin, Ar t is t /President
Vara Kamin’s Impressions of Light ,® Inc.



PLEASE CONTACT US FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  
AND THE FULL VKI PORTFOLIO OF IMAGES:

w w w.varakamin.com

(612) 920-0105


